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Executive Summary
In 1994, MORS (Military Operations Research Society) and ITEA (International Test and
Evaluation Association) co-sponsored a mini-symposium to tackle the question, "How Much
Testing is Enough?" in test and evaluation (T&E). Participants from the symposium produced a
report detailing the discussions and recommendations from the three-day event. The question that
inspired the symposium is still hotly debated within the T&E community. The intervening years
have seen substantial progress made in areas like the use of experimental design for sizing tests,
combining data from developmental and operational test to improve efficiency, and the widespread adoption of modeling and simulation in T&E. Less progress has been made in cost
transparency and integration of technology demonstrations with the T&E process. Since 1994, new
challenges like cybersecurity and autonomy have emerged, presenting new challenges to
determining the right amount of testing. Despite the many improvements made over the years,
there are still no simple answers to the question, “How much testing is enough?”
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Determining How Much Testing is Enough:
An Examination of Progress in the
Department of Defense
Test and Evaluation Community
The test and evaluation (T&E) community within the Department of Defense (DoD)
has been grappling with the question of “How much testing is enough?” for years. Testers,
constrained by the limits of funding and technology, must answer this question while
meeting the real-world needs of warfighters and the budget- and schedule-related needs of
program managers. More testing helps us answer questions about system performance and
can identify previously unknown system flaws or limitations. Knowing when enough
testing has been done, however, is also important.
A certain number of test runs or data points alone is not sufficient to know how much
testing is enough. The particulars of the test are vital, including how operationally realistic*
each test event is, how complete and accurate the data collected during testing will be, and
the breadth of scenarios we want to evaluate using the test data. In general, for systems
that are to be employed in only a limited set of conditions, we learn most quickly from
realistic tests, with complete and accurate data collection. If parts of the test are less
realistic, or if some of the data cannot be collected, more testing will be required. For
systems that are to be employed in a wide variety of conditions, however, it may not be
possible to use the data collected under one set of conditions to evaluate system
performance in other conditions. More testing might be required in this case as well.
Answering the question of “How much testing is enough?” is a complex challenge
requiring nuanced, case-dependent answers.
In 1994, the Military Operations Research Society (MORS) and the International Test
and Evaluation Association (ITEA) held a joint three-day symposium entitled, “How Much
Testing Is Enough?”1 to discuss this question.† The symposium consisted of keynote
*

While distinctions are drawn between operational testing (OT) and developmental testing (DT), with
perhaps integrated testing (IT) being considered something of a middle ground, the testing landscape is
better thought of as a multi-dimensional plane than a one-dimensional continuum. Relevant dimensions
include system configuration, operating conditions, and personnel. In general, the closer a test event is
to the real-world scenario in which a system will be employed, the more information we can potentially
glean.

†

Throughout this paper, mentions of “the 1994 symposium,” “the symposium,” “symposium
participants,” etc. refer to information discussed in this report about the 1994 symposium.
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addresses, presentations, and working group sessions. The goal of the symposium was to
“provide a forum in which the military operations research and test and evaluation
communities could identify key issues and develop novel and useful insights into more
cost-effective test and evaluation.” Attendees included the “principal decision makers and
the doers of testing, analysis and acquisition communities,” from government, industry,
and academia. Included in this group were representatives from the office of the Director,
Operational Test and Evaluation (DOT&E). The symposium identified challenges and
made recommendations, although according to the symposium leaders, it may have
produced more questions than it answered.
It has been 27 years since this symposium took place, and the question that inspired
it remains crucially relevant in the T&E community. But that is not a sign that the state of
the art has remained stagnant. We can look back at the concerns expressed at the
symposium and see many areas in which the T&E community has made progress, some in
which we have not, and others where the changing world forces us to reexamine old
solutions and address new challenges.
Rather than offering a detailed retelling of 27 years of changes in policy and priority
within DoD, this paper describes holistic progress in answering the question of “How much
testing is enough?” It covers areas in which the T&E community has made progress, areas
in which progress remains elusive, and issues that have emerged since 1994 that provide
additional challenges. The selected case studies used to highlight progress are especially
interesting examples, rather than a comprehensive look at all programs since 1994. A more
complete look at progress and future directions in determining “How Much Testing is
Enough?” was published by IDA in 2020.2

A. Recommendations from 1994 Symposium
The symposium report’s Executive Summary highlights major areas of discussion
from the symposium, including the application of statistics within the T&E discipline,
integration of modeling and simulation (M&S) with testing, how to pool or share data
across DT, OT, and M&S, and challenges evaluating the costs and benefits of testing.
There is overlap in these areas, and they do not cover each topic discussed at the
symposium, but they provide a starting point for summarizing the concerns of and
recommendations from symposium participants.
In this brief summary, we are regularly forced to generalize, since the symposium
participants didn’t reach consensus on most topics. We attempt to indicate the degree of
support each recommendation or proposition had, and in cases where there was clear
disagreement among the symposium participants, we describe each view in turn. More
details can be found in the original symposium report from 1994.

2
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Throughout the symposium report, there is broad agreement that statistical methods,
particularly Design of Experiments (DOE), could be leveraged to improve T&E and
address the question of “How much testing is enough?” More than half of the pages in the
proceedings used some variant of the word “statistical,” and the symposium report
specifically recommends that “experimental design techniques and other established
statistical approaches should be better exploited.” The consensus view was that statistical
tools could be used to design and scope tests (e.g., DOE and power analysis), analyze early
test data in order to inform programmatic decisions (e.g., through analysis of costs and
benefits of additional testing), and combine data from multiple sources (e.g., Bayesian
methods).
Symposium participants were generally optimistic about the use of M&S for T&E,
and most participants agreed that M&S was an essential part of the T&E domain. Among
the strongest proponents of using M&S, the DoD Comptroller suggested that testing should
be done to calibrate the M&S, and the M&S (once validated) should be used to make
decisions. Other symposium participants noted that some systems could not be tested in
live environments, making M&S critical to T&E. Some preached caution, noting that
M&S is not a replacement for live testing, and that M&S does not solve the problem of the
high cost of T&E. One participant said, “Distributed interactive simulation, for example,
has become a common topic of much discussion among defense T&E communities, but
there are few examples to date of how it has been applied to OT&E in a cost-effective
manner.”
Questions about combining or “pooling” data were closely related to the use of M&S
and the application of statistical methods. Despite substantial interest and discussion, there
was no emergent consensus about what conditions made it appropriate to use DT data to
inform OT, or what the best approaches were for incorporating data from very early test
events or technology demonstrations. Participants supported calls for better coordination
between DT and OT communities, but did not propose specific policies. While participants
agreed that it was important to share data, they did not explain the mechanisms that would
facilitate data sharing or how sharing would create specific benefits in terms of cost,
schedule, or analytic accuracy. Using data from prior phases of test or from older systems
could, in theory, “shorten the acquisition process, reduce test time, and get technology into
the field faster,” but it wasn’t clear which specific actions programs and analysts should be
taking to achieve these benefits.
For most programs, the question of “How much testing is enough?” is a question of
time and money. To help justify test costs and use quantitative methods for scoping tests,
some symposium participants advocated quantifying the value of testing as well as the
costs. By understanding the marginal benefit of an additional run and comparing that to
the marginal cost, program managers could make better, analytically rigorous decisions
about their test programs. By quantifying the risks associated with not testing, decision3
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makers could make choices based on balancing costs and acceptable levels of risk.
DOT&E was asked to put together a database of T&E costs, but this proved to be more
challenging than symposium attendees anticipated.

B. Progress Since 1994
There has been substantial progress since 1994 in DoD’s approach to scoping tests.
Below are areas where the symposium participants anticipated the direction in which the
T&E community would move, as well as some cases in which the hopes of participants
were not realized.
1.

Statistical Methods

The subject area in which the T&E community of today looks the most like what the
1994 symposium participants rightly envisioned is the adoption of statistical tools and
methods. The efficacy of statistical tools for application to T&E is well established.
Adoption of these methods has improved our understanding of system performance and
made testing more efficient. Experimental test design methods are routinely applied in
testing to identify and systematically vary the relevant factors to adequately cover the test
space. The resulting data are analyzed to identify the key factor effects and interactions
that influence the measures of performance and measures of effectiveness tied directly to
the test objectives. Leadership from DOT&E and the Service Operational Test Agencies
(OTAs) has made sure that gains from using statistical methods will continue to accrue
across DoD in the coming years.
The OT community in particular, spurred by leadership from DOT&E, has embraced
statistical methods. DOT&E commissioned a report in 2010 on the use of DOE for
planning operational test events,3 finding that few programs used it at the time. Leadership
did not require that reports include uncertainty estimates, and analytical tools such as
operating characteristic curves were not used consistently to size tests. Programs and
testers substituted intuition or rules of thumb for criteria based on producer and consumer
risk, or uncertainty and risk. The report also found that although DOT&E provided
guidance on how to design a test, this guidance offered little detail and few explicit steps.
DOT&E issued guidance memos throughout the early 2010s encouraging the use of
DOE in operational test design. These memos identified multiple statistical measures that
provided stakeholders with objective criteria to consider when comparing test designs.
These measures help articulate an analytical trade-space in which to evaluate different tests,
which helped shift the focus from whether one more run was needed to the amount of
information that would be gained from an additional run, and how that information would
help decision-makers.4,5,6

4
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DOE is now widely used across the T&E domain. Service test plans now include
experimental design as a standard practice; the DT community has invested in DOE
expertise;7 and the T&E community has devoted resources to training its workforce in
statistical methods such as DOE.8 Programs that use DOE (such as the F-35 Joint Strike
Fighter (JSF)) have seen benefits on the order of millions of dollars in cost savings.9
Statistical methods for analysis have also become more widely used. Several reports
by the National Research Council (NRC) (and sponsored by DOT&E and AT&L)
addressed various statistical challenges in DoD T&E.10,11,12,13,14,15,16 These reports
contributed to awareness of the importance of statistical methods in the T&E domain, and
encouraged the adoption of existing methods and development of new ones. Focused
efforts in developing statistical methods for T&E have borne fruit; DoD engineers and
operations analysts have adopted existing statistical methods and adapted or enhanced them
as needed. Where no statistical methods exist, they create new methods tailored to the
specific problems (referred to as statistical engineering).17,18,19 Analysts share these new
tools across similar programs, or programs with comparable methodological challenges.20
DoD has invested in trainings and workshops to upgrade and maintain the level of
statistical skills in the T&E community. Since 2007, DoD has made short courses and
trainings in statistics available to the T&E workforce. Conservative estimates show more
than 500 courses offered, with more than 7,300 students participating. As a result of
effective training and hiring practices, the part of the T&E workforce with statistical skills
has increased over the past 10 years.21 DOT&E, in collaboration with NASA, co-sponsors
an annual 2-day workshop called DATAWorks (Defense and Aerospace Test and Analysis
Workshop). This popular workshop draws participants from across DoD and other
government agencies – from practitioners to top leadership – all of whom come together
to share the latest in rigorous T&E methods and applications. DATAWorks includes
day-long courses and mini-tutorials in topics related to T&E, including statistics and
experimental design.22
2.

Modeling and Simulation

Since 1994, the maturity and capabilities of M&S have grown tremendously. M&S
is now widely used for requirements verification, as well as for demonstrating and
validating system performance data. It is increasingly used to provide evidence for
capability in regions of the operational space where live testing is not conducted.
Validated M&S systems are crucial for understanding initial subsystem, system, and
system-of-systems capabilities of DoD programs. They are also relied upon for assessment
of the more mature systems, as well as follow-on testing, including operational training
and tactics development.23,24
Model validation remains a challenge, but DoD’s approaches continue to mature.
Guidance from DOT&E has clarified the requirements and limitations involved for M&S
5
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data to be used for OT&E. A thorough validation process makes it easier to have a model
accredited for a specific purpose, including OT. Although traditional methods for
validation are useful, they are not sufficient to validate models for use in OT. For programs
that will rely heavily on M&S, the best approach remains a test strategy that integrates
M&S validation with live test events. A comprehensive strategy should include assessment
of M&S output across the entire operational domain for which the M&S will be accredited,
making use of statistical methods, sensitivity analyses, and SME review to ensure that the
simulated results are consistent with reality.25,26 To provide the T&E workforce with tools
and knowledge to effectively use M&S in OT&E, DOT&E commissioned IDA to produce
a handbook,27 technical report,28 and short course29 on M&S validation. These products
are available to the broader T&E community and are resources for continued use of M&S
for T&E.
Although M&S is critical for testing many systems, it has not always been as useful
as desired. The JSF is a recent example of a program that planned to make extensive use
of M&S for testing. Unfortunately, delays in developing the M&S suite contributed to
delays in the completion of IOT&E.30 In other cases, such as the Aegis Combat System,
issues with the existing M&S system limited its utility for OT&E.31,32 These examples
highlight the risk of relying on undeveloped or unvalidated M&S for T&E.
The most optimistic symposium participants believed that models could be built,
combined, and reused, allowing testers to gather new data at little to no additional cost.
That vision has not been achieved, but similar ideas have been attempted. In the 1990s,
the Defense Modeling and Simulation Office attempted to standardize the architecture used
by DoD M&S systems. To do this, they developed the High Level Architecture (HLA)
standard.33 Although HLA didn’t result in standardized, interoperable M&S across DoD,
it was adopted by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) as a standard
and is still used as a standard today across a variety of domains beyond M&S. Today, the
Digital Engineering Initiative envisions a library of DoD-owned system-level models
through which testers and analysts determine whether “off the shelf” models can be
adequately adapted to suit the needs of the program.34 The success of this initiative has not
yet been determined.
3.

Pooling Data

Symposium participants hoped that by combining data across DT, OT, and M&S, we
could improve test efficiency and help reduce the total amount of resources and time
required for testing. Although this is generally true, we still do not have systematic,
generalizable approaches, and data pooling remains a case-by-case proposition.
The potential benefits of pooling data remain too large to ignore. Data from legacy
systems can help provide a baseline understanding of a new (but similar) system, or provide
a basis for comparison. By using data collected on the legacy system, we can better
6
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describe the new system without increasing our test budget. When a system receives an
update, data from an older version can be used to inform assessments of the new version.
Formal statistical approaches, including frequentist methods such as the Gray-Lewis Test35
as well as Bayesian approaches,‡ can be used to quantitatively assess whether data sets
should be combined. For example, data collected in DT on a less mature version of the
system can often provide substantial value for OT assessments. 36 The literature includes
numerous case studies highlighting the utility of pooling or sharing data.37,38,39
Despite this, pooling data remains controversial. In 2004, a report from the NRC,
commissioned by the Army Test and Evaluation Center, discussed methods for combining
data for OT&E, noting that “both formal and informal methods [for combining data]
require the judicious selection and confirmation of underlying assumptions as well as a
careful and open process by which various types of information, some of which involve
subjective judgment, are gathered and combined.”40
Many organizations have created guidance or policies focused specifically on sharing
data to improve system reliability evaluation. The Army Materiel Systems Analysis
Activity’s guidance on reliability growth planning and tracking curves41 and the National
Research Council’s 2015 report are two examples,42 but there are many others.
One success story is the B61 program, in which the contractor worked with
government testers throughout system development. The contractor, developmental test
team, and operational test team collaborated successfully to use Robust Product Design.
The B61 OT evaluation incorporated contractor knowledge of how the system was
physically constructed, as well as data from early developmental testing.43 A comparable
evaluation done using OT data exclusively would have required additional time and test
resources.
Unfortunately, many development contracts do not cover the release of data. In such
cases, the contractor may not be willing to provide the data to the government testers. In
the 1990s, a common cost-saving tactic used by the government was to not purchase the
intellectual property (IP) rights of system models and software. Although this may have
saved money in the short run, it meant that when systems were updated, or when testers
wanted to save costs by using data from M&S, the government had to pay every time the
model was used.
The T&E community has yet to identify consistent, effective ways to integrate
information from technology demonstrations with other DT and OT data. Participants in
the 1994 symposium hoped that these demonstrations might be able to provide useful data

‡

Bayesian methods are standard statistical techniques used in a variety of applications. They are well
suited for combining data from different sources, particularly when the analyst believes the sources
differ in quality or credibility.
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for T&E, but data from technology demonstrations are generally not useful. Because these
events are unstructured and involve early prototypes of systems, it is rare for any of the
information collected at such events to be relevant for evaluations of the final system.
Today, programs using Middle Tier of Acquisition pathways use “touchpoint” events
during program development. These events are both more structured and focused than
technology demonstrations and, as a result, provide more useful information for system
evaluation. Successful rapid development programs (such as the Mine-Resistant, Ambush
Protected (MRAP) vehicle44 and the MQ-1C Gray Eagle45,46) relied on focused
coordination between OT and DT communities to ensure that everything that could be
tested early was tested early and efficiently. Careful planning, not unstructured
demonstrations, is critical for data pooling and efficient testing.
4.

Costs and Benefits

One area where little progress has been made is quantitative evaluation of risk. Many
participants in the 1994 symposium believed that using rigorous methods to quantify the
marginal costs and benefits of additional testing would make it simple to answer the
question of “How much testing is enough?” The intervening years have demonstrated that
quantifying costs and benefits from testing is difficult.
A 2013 IDA study47 commissioned by DOT&E attempted to discern the cost of
operational test and evaluation through case studies. The objectives of this study were to:
1. Develop a taxonomy of OT&E resource and cost elements
2. Collect resource and cost data on different commodity groups
3. Research and document Service rules on financing, budgeting, and accounting
for OT&E costs
4. Quantify OT&E costs relative to other program costs (acquisition, production,
etc.).
This study found large variations in OT&E cost estimates among the Services,
suggesting that finding objective ways to define the cost of testing is difficult. The study
further found large variations in reported test costs within individual programs in various
documents such as the TEMP, Test Resource Plan, and Test and Evaluation Exhibit,
reporting considerably different cost estimates. This sample paragraph discusses the
Miniature Air-Launched Decoy (MALD) program:
“For MALD/MALD-J, OT&E cost was $10 million based on the TEMP, $36.2
million based on the Program Office estimate, $49.52 million based on the
Program Office estimate when direct support cost was included, and $54.8 million
based on the IDA taxonomy (which includes direct support cost). The relative

8
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[OT&E] cost for MALD/MALD-J, compared to system acquisition cost, ranged
from 0.6 percent based on the TEMP to 3.0 percent based on the IDA taxonomy.”
On the other side of the cost/benefit equation, there have been many attempts to
identify the benefits of T&E, but few of these link monetary costs to identified benefits.
At the request of DOT&E, IDA collected case studies illustrating direct value from
operational test and evaluation.48,49,50,51 While this study identified many qualitative
benefits from testing (e.g., critical system deficiencies were identified in a test environment
rather than when the system was being used in combat), these do not translate easily to
monetary terms.

C. New Challenges
Systems and the environments in which we expect them to perform have grown more
complex since the 1994 symposium, and the challenges of testing them have grown as well.
Modern systems are almost universally software intensive and software centric. Today’s
systems are networked, which increases the need to develop cyber tactics and ensure
adequate cybersecurity. Most recently, system designs are taking advantage of artificial
intelligence (AI) and machine learning to operate in a more automated fashion and even
autonomously. This has created new challenges, some of which the T&E community is
still working to overcome.
1.

Software-Intensive Systems

The amount of software in modern systems is orders of magnitude higher by some
metrics than the systems of the mid-1990s, and software updates come ever faster. Finding
ways to automate software testing is critical if T&E is to keep up with the pace of
innovation. Many programs have adopted an agile/development operations approach,
which is already widely used in industry. T&E practices have had to adapt to more frequent
testing, often using automated software test tools to collect data more frequently and
cheaply than humans could. Modern systems rarely operate in a vacuum, making
integrated, systems-of-systems testing vital. Early efforts have met with mixed success,
but the long lists of lessons learned generated by experience should facilitate better
processes in future system-of-systems tests. Combined with the persistent desire to field
systems faster, successful program development is increasingly reliant on early testing.52
In some cases, specialized test designs can make software testing more efficient. For
systems with large sets of configurations and deterministic outcomes, combinatorial tests
identify the smallest set of test points that will cover relevant system configurations.53,54,55
In the unique circumstances where combinatorial tests can be applied to DoD programs,
they have the potential to provide great cost and time savings over traditional approaches.56

9
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2.

Cybersecurity Testing

Cybersecurity test and evaluation was not discussed in the 1994 symposium but is
now required for most DoD systems.57,58 Dedicated cybersecurity testing organizations
now exist across DoD and the Services.59 The current cybersecurity T&E process consists
of sequenced phases of test based on guidance from DoD and AT&L. This approach was
evolved iteratively and is designed to help programs manage cybersecurity risk
intelligently.
Unfortunately, methods for determining what constitutes enough testing remain
works in progress. Current protocols do not describe quantitative approaches for
determining test duration. At present, programs appear to test “for the usual time” rather
than scoping the test for the particular system. Some efforts to establish a framework for
quantitatively scoping cybersecurity tests are ongoing,60,61 though these efforts have yet to
see large-scale adoption within DoD.
3.

Artificial Intelligence and Autonomous Systems

Unsurprisingly, there is no reference to either autonomy or AI in the 1994 report.
However, AI is increasingly common and increasingly relied upon in DoD systems, and
DoD is already making decisions about how much testing these “black box” systems
require.
Traditional approaches are insufficient for AI-enabled systems. Techniques such as
DOE assume that system performance or behavior observed under a finite set of conditions
will generalize well to similar but unobserved sets of conditions. With an AI-enabled
system using a black box decision-making algorithm, those inferences may not be valid.
The dimensions of interest for these systems are those that change what the appropriate
decision is in a situation. There might be many such dimensions for a decision, which
alone makes testing hard,62 but even more challenging is the issue of correlated but
irrelevant information.§ Before we can make inferences along our dimension of interest,
we have to be confident that the system actually bases its decision on the dimensions of
interest and not the irrelevant correlation. Without understanding how a system makes its
decisions, we will be unable to make inferences, and the decision spaces cannot be tested
exhaustively. As a result, initial system testing should first establish how the system makes
decisions. Subsequent testing to evaluate system performance will make use of tools such

§

For example, the terrain along the edge of most roads is higher than the road itself. (This might be a
sidewalk or a berm.) An AI system that is not given human-provided context might learn to define the
edge of the road as having a rise in elevation. The system might perform fine in test scenarios that have
this terrain feature but could fail in live operations if it encounters a road that does not have this
common-but-not-universal feature.
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as DOE, but there are currently no techniques to identify how much of this initial
exploratory testing is enough.
Several efforts within the defense community are underway specifically to develop
methods for testing AI-enabled and/or autonomous systems. For example, the Services’
test and research organizations have been hosting knowledge-sharing meetings on the
topic; DT&E has prepared a course for Defense Acquisition University;63 and IDA has
published a framework for designing tests of AI-enabled systems.64

D. Conclusions
It is striking how similar many of the challenges discussed in the 1994 symposium
report are to those that the T&E community faces today. Program offices desire more
flexibility and fewer requirements for testing. Test programs are too often stovepiped, and
the DT and OT communities struggle to coordinate because of the differing organizational
goals. Everyone agrees that risk management should inform testing, but stakeholders
disagree about the types of risk that are the most important and how to evaluate them. It is
not hard to find passages from the 1994 report that could have just as easily been said today.
Given their persistence and focus, these issues may be structural, and we should not expect
a new technique or minor policy shift to resolve them.
In the areas where the T&E community has made progress since 1994, we should
remain optimistic and continue to push the state of the art forward. Investing in training
the T&E workforce in quantitative literacy and statistical techniques, as well as developing
tools and techniques to effectively use M&S for testing, should remain priorities. As new
challenges continue to emerge, these competencies will continue to play a crucial role in
T&E.
One of the main takeaways from the 1994 symposium was that there was no single
answer to the question, “How much testing is enough?” This remains true today and will
be for the foreseeable future. It is critical that we continue to improve the way we address
this question to ensure that resources are spent efficiently and that testing is effective in
providing critical information to warfighters and decision-makers.
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